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INDUSTRIAL BOOKBINDER (M/F/D) 
PRINT FINISHING, FOCUS: FOLDING

As a medium-sized company, we have consistently 
specialized in the production of sophisticated secondary 
packaging for the pharmaceutical and food industries. 
Our customers appreciate the assured quality of our 
products and their excellent running characteristics 
within the production and assembly lines. 

To expand our team, we are hiring:

INTERESTED?
Then send your application by e-mail to: personal@frohne-druck.de
Contact person: Mr. Rainer Schultze

Small-sized Grandness

 Contract type: Permanent employment Start: Next possible date 
 Working time: Full time Place of work: Elkenroth

 You are a bookbinder, media technologist or have a comparable qualification 
 and are looking for a new challenge? Then come and join us! At Frohne Druck 
 you can expect an exciting field of work, a strong team and a future-proof 
 position in a growing company. 
 Apply now, we are looking forward to meeting you!

Your tasks will include  Setup of modern production plants and their monitoring
  Motivated handling of technical challenges and realization of sophisticated products
  Instruction of production team members on different machines 
  Quality control of the end products

Your qualification   Completed vocational training as a bookbinder or media technologist
   Several years of professional experience in postpress (folding)
  and reliable knowledge of the production processes
   Ideally, knowledge of handling thin printing papers and special folds 
  for the pharmaceutical industry
   Careful working methods, technical skills and pleasure in dealing with modern technology
   Ability to work in a team and willingness to work in two shifts 
   Interest in varied tasks and openness to new challenges
   Quality has a high priority for you

What we offer you   A secure job
   An open, positive 
  working atmosphere
   Most modern technology

  A growing company
  The opportunity for further 
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